
Q No Question Answer 1 Answer 2 Answer 3 Answer 4

1  ____________ is about bringing your product/service to the notice of your target 
market, and reminding them or persuading customers to purchase that 
product/service. Production. Promotion. Budget. Image.

2 For making advertisement s more effective, the manufacturers improve 
_____________and launch new products.  Existing products Advertisement style Marketing channel Sponsors

3
Selecting time, choosing media types, deciding on reach of frequency and media 
vehicle for advertisements are part of Media strategy Media execution Selecting media Measuring communication

4  Advertisement through radio was very popular till the middle of last century 
because of _______________  Its effectiveness More popular than newspaperMass reach Cost of advertisement

5 Advertising creates employment as it increases the volume of sales and 
___________________________ Production Marketing Promotion Personal selling

6 Marketing that moves away from a transaction-based effort to a conversation (i.e. 
two-way dialogue) and can be described as a situation or mechanism through which 
marketers and a customer (e.g. stakeholders) interact usually in real-time is known 
as: Digital marketing. Interactive marketing. c. Direct marketing. Electronic marketing

7 This form of advert delivered on social platforms and social gaming websites and 
apps, across all device types is known as  mobile marketing social media advertising  internet advertising e-marketing

8 The rise of ___________ has led marketing to evolve away from a hierarchical one-
sided mass communication model towards more participatory technologies (e.g. 
social channels and online communities). website  social media web 1.0 web platform

9 A form of marketing communications that uses the internet for the purpose of 
advertising, aiming to increase website traffic and/or encourage product trial, 
purchase, and repeat purchase activity is called: Search marketing. E-mail marketing. Internet advertising.  Social web marketing.

10
____________ is the set of practices that enables organisations to communicate and 
engage interactively with their audiences through any mobile device or network.  Mobile marketing Social web marketing. Internet marketing Social media marketing

11 Availability of________ influences the amount of ad budget. Business Ideas Products Funds  Media
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12 _____method of advertising budget considers the objectives for allocating funds. Task Fixed Guideline Arbitrary Go for Broke

13 ____is a media objective. Brand Equity Brand Image Awareness Reach

14 ____are calculated by multiplying frequency by reach. TRPs GRPs Scoring Points Continuity

15 _________is an element of media-mix. Target Customers Advertiser Audience  Methodology

16 _____refers to series of ads that share a common idea and theme Ad report Ad campaign Media-mix Creative pitch

17  _________developed the DAGMAR model. Julian Rotter Henri Fayol St.Elmo Lewis Russell Colley

18 The letter 'G' in DAGMAR model stands for. Gains Goals  Going Grouped

19 _________ refers to the programming of media insertions. Media buying Media plan Media placement Media scheduling 

20 __________ refers to specific class of media used to advertise the product. Media reach Media mix Media vehicle Media points

21 _______ refers to the timing of the ad insertion the media. Continuity Media reach Frequency Gross Rating Points

22 In _________ media scheduling strategy, advertising is done heavily during a period 
and the remaining ad budget is spent during the rest of the year. Flighting Pulsing Bursting Seasonal

23 In __________ media scheduling strategy, the advertiser follows the following 
pattern - heavy advertising, followed by limited advertising and then heavy 
advertising. Pulsing Bursting Flighting Steady

24
_________ media scheduling strategy involves a hiatus during media ad insertions. Bursting Steady Pulsing Flighting

25 __________ refers to number of times within the specific time period that an 
average person or household is exposed to the Ad message. Frequency Media reach Continuity Gross Rating Points

26 __________ refers to the media objectives which is measured by multiplying reach 
and average frequency. GRP Frequency Media reach Continuity

27 _________ refers to number of persons or households exposed to a media 
programme at least once during a specific time period. Continuity Gross rating points Media reach Frequency

28 1. ___________ refers to number of times within a specific time period of an 
average person or household is exposed to the ad message. Frequency Reach GRPS USP

29 2. ______ refers to the number of persons or households exposed to a media 
programme at least once during a specific time period GRPs Media Reach Frequency USP

30 3 _________________ is an outline that provides instructions for the work to be 
done by agency vreative team. Creative Art work Creative Copy Creative brief Creative Art 

31 4. _______________ is a single minded proposition. USP GSP MSP TRP

32 5. _________ are special indicators of a product. Selling points buying motives appeals Analysis 

33 7. _________ is a creative imagination of ideas for advertising. Visualisation Analysis Interpretation Illustration 

34 8. _________ helps to induce action on the part of the prospects. Visualisation Appeal Reaction Illustration 

35 9. The Concept of USP was developed by ________ Rosser Reeves David Ogilvy AI Reis Renisance 

36 10. ____________ is the centeral idea  of an ad campaign Creative Brief Creative Pitch Message Theme Cretive Team 

37 ________ refers to signature of the advertiser. Logo Slogan Illustrations Copy



38
______ is a small catchy phrase used in the ad to sum up the advertising message. Logo Slogan Illustrations Copy

39 ______ is a musical commercial in TV and radio ads. Logo Slogan Jingle Copy

40 _______ helps to overcome language barrier. Logo Slogan Jingle Illustrations

41 _______ copy is also known as reason-why copy in ads. body copy hard sell soft sell testimonial

42
________ copy in advertising focuses on the name and goodwill of the advertiser. Institutional Topical soft sell testimonial

43 _______ copy is based on current events. Tropical Topical Traceable Testimonial

44 _______ test is conducted in different cities to find out ad effectiveness. sales-area consumer jury check list split-run

45 ________ is a variation of inquiry test. sprint-run space-run check list split-run

46  In _______ test, the respondents are requested to recollect the ads which they have 
read, seen or heard. Recall Readership Attitude split-run

47 _________ is a positive statement by a satisfied customer, professional, or by a 
celebrity who endorses the product. Dramatization Animation Testimonials Demonstration

48 _______ is the advantage of Jingles Creates good impact on mind of customerAdds noise Distracts the attention of audienceConfuses 

49 _______ is the advantage of Jingles Highlight the main benefit of the productAdds noise Distracts the attention of audienceConfuses 

50 _______ is the advantage of Jingles Recall value is greater Adds noise Distracts the attention of audienceConfuses 
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